
 

Worldwide Sales Guide
UK manufacturing is world-renowned and globally sought after. This is true for many industries, but 
as a trusted Diesel generator manufacturer, we experience this high worldwide demand first-hand. 
That’s why we’ve emphasized creating a seamless international experience for our products, so you 
can trust CPS for your bespoke power solution. 

Excellent Global Service 
Our expert team use their 20+ years of knowledge to deliver high-quality sales experiences every 
time, regardless of country. We at CPS place equal importance on both our local and international 
sales, with over 75% of our turnover coming from exported Diesel Generators. We know the 
customers that depend on us aren’t just in the UK. We have customers all across the world, from 
the Middle East to South America. We make sure we offer the same quality service no matter 
where you are in the world. Read about our quality aftersales service here or get in touch with our 
team for a chat. 

Global Diesel Generator Quality 
‘MADE IN THE UK’ encompasses everything that we do, including our business practice. We offer 
genuine parts, and only genuine parts, in all of our generators – many of which are made by UK 
companies. As an approved OEM from many trusted names in the Diesel generator industry, 
including: 

• Perkins
• Cummins
• Volvo
• Scania
• Deutz
• Mecc Alte

All of our generators come with a global warranty, and every key component is fully supported by 
the manufacturer or their local agent. No matter where you are, you can trust us at CPS to make 
sure your generator has a quality lifespan with a legacy of efficiency. Of course, no matter where you 
are in the world our team is available 24/7 for free consultations to help you with the pressing 
generator queries you may have. 

Bespoke global power solutions 
We pride ourselves on our ability to deliver custom power solutions, that can meet any company’s 
power requirements and specific requirements – no matter where you are. We offer natural gas 
generators, medium / high voltage generators, containerised generators and much more to ensure 
our clients always have the perfect Diesel generator for their needs. We can work closely with you 



and your company to meet any kW, noise, or logistical requirement. All of our product categories 
can be tailored to fit your exact purposes, so get in touch today for the power solution of your 
dreams. 

 

 

As you can see, we may be made in the UK, but we’re proud to put our best foot forward on the 
world stage. We are a premier supplier of Diesel generators with genuine parts, all made right here 
in Selby. No matter where you’re based, get in touch with our team today so we can work out the 
Diesel Generator power solution you need to thrive. Trust UK Quality, trust CPS. 
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